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Abstract

Designers are often concerned with communication
through the visual; we focus on the printed object,
images on screens, furniture, spaces, and other visual
experiences. We should also be cognizant of audio
and its communicative properties, especially when
contextualized with visual content. Pairing visuals and
audio can make a greater impact upon a viewer/listener
than each media might make alone. My research focuses
on a practice of working within strict sets of rules and
boundaries to create visual-audio work. This visual-audio
work not only communicates a concept or idea, but also
lives as a research artifact of my design processes.
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Argument

I am developing methods that will inform my work by
finding and utilizing the inherent relationships between
visual and audio media. The combination of these
disparate media will help shape the perception of and
propel communication to a viewer/listener. The systems
I develop outline rules for variables such as: color,
shape, sound, movement, time duration, visual and audio
effects, and more. These provide boundaries for me to
work within and express ideas visually and aurally. These
systems draw deeply from emotion, are consistent but
flexible, and will help further my understanding and use
of visual and audio media in conjunction.
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Context

Throughout the development of my thesis
work and the projects leading to it, I began
to look for artists that utilized both image
and sound in their practice. One of the first
artists I came across was the Russian painter
and writer Wassily Kandinsky (1866–1944).
Kandinsky was a pioneer in the practice of
abstracting and correlating image, sound, and
emotion. One of his greatest assertions was
that color can evoke two effects upon a viewer.
One “delights the eye,” the other is a spiritual
phenomenon or inner-resonance, where upon
observing an artwork or object, the viewer’s
soul is moved by the combination of colors on
a palette.1
Kandinsky believed that some of the
connections he uncovered were objectively
or universally true; that fundamental
associations existed between simple colors
and shapes.2 While a professor at the
Bauhaus from 1922 to 1933, he administered
a test to his colleagues. This questionnaire
queried participants to match basic colors with
basic shapes: red, blue, and yellow, with a
square, circle, and triangle. Kandinsky himself
believed that squares inherently conjured red,
circles blue, and triangles yellow.
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Why was he drawn to these combinations?
To Kandinsky, a self-professed synaesthete,
yellow was a sharp color, and sounded
stronger when matched with a triangle. Deep
blues felt deeper in circles. According to
his color theory, red was the color of “sure
strength”—appropriate for the symmetric
and sturdy nature of a square.3
It should be noted however, that several of his
contemporaries held differing opinions, namely
artists like Paul Klee and Oskar Schlemmer
who also taught at the Bauhaus.4 They came
from Swiss and German backgrounds,
respectively. Perhaps the color associations
were cultural in origin—or perhaps many
of Kandinsky’s colleagues agreed with him
because his thoughts aligned with the Bauhaus
ideals of utilizing simple systems of color
and form. Kandinsky’s systems would make
their way into several projects that emerged
from the school.

“...color can evoke two
effects upon a viewer. One
‘delights the eye,’ the other
is a spiritual phenomenon
or inner-resonance...”5
Although these associations have recently
been debunked as universal/intuitive
pairings,6 Kandinsky himself writes in On the
Spiritual in Art that “nothing is absolute.”
In theorizing these connections he did not
aim to alienate those who disagreed nor
discourage varied pairings of form and color.
Different combinations were not to be
considered “inharmonious,” but instead as
new possibilities, and therefore, harmonious.7

1. Kandinsky, Wassily. On the Spiritual in Art. Second ed.
New York, New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation,
1946, 39–40.
2. Makin, Alexis D. J., and Sophie M. Wuerger. “The IAT
Shows No Evidence for Kandinsky’s Color-shape Associations,” Frontiers in Psychology 4 (2013): 616, accessed
December 9, 2014, doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00616.
3. “Color Theory According to Wassily Kandinsky,” (Vienna:
Arnold Schönberg Center 2012): accessed March 24, 2015,
http://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~g.legrady/academic/courses/12w259/Kandinsky_%20Color%20Theory.pdf.
4. Makin and Wuerger, “The IAT Shows No Evidence,” 616.
5. Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. 39–40.
6. Makin and Wuerger, “The IAT Shows No Evidence,” 616.
7. Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. 86.
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Neil Harbisson is a contemporary artist
exploring connections between colors and
sound. Born with achromatopesia, Harbisson’s
vision is limited to black and white. In his
mission to perceive and work with color in new
ways, he developed a prosthetic camera
(aptly named the Eyeborg) which transposes
different colors it observes into audible tones.
The Eyeborg is implanted directly into his
skull, allowing Harbisson to legitimately refer
to himself as a cyborg (in fact, he is a cofounder of the Cyborg Foundation).
The Eyeborg utilizes a color-to-audio measure,
known as the “sonochromatic music scale,”
which Harbisson himself developed.
Through this transposition of information,
Harbisson is able to perceive sound in a way
that most humans cannot. Colors create a
physical and audible vibration upon his body,
and the intensity of color determines the
volume of the transposed notes. This has led
to the development of artworks (such as his
transpositions of famous speeches and songs)
and performances (his 2014 Color Concert
performed in Barcelona) that would not have
been possible without the Eyeborg device and
the function it provides.
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Harbisson’s system was created with a certain
level of practicality in mind: “Wavelength
is inversely proportional to frequency so it
can easily convert the wavelength of light
into a sound frequency.” 8 Because of the
directness and simplicity of this system, it is
easy to implement into software, hardware,
prosthetics, and more. It has the potential to
become a new standard of conversion that
designers, developers, artists, engineers, and
all makers can utilize.

“First, I felt that the Eyeborg
was giving me information,
afterwards I felt it was giving
me perception, and after a
while it gave me feelings.” 9

The Eyeborg has its strengths (information
can be passed back and forth without much
data loss) and its weaknesses (it can only
transpose one color at a time). An additional
perk to Eyeborg wearers is the ability to
sense infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths
of light, something that non-cyborgs may
never experience.

8. Yasenchak, David. “Filling the Colorless Void: The Cybernetic Synaesthesia of Neil Harbisson.” Lebanon Valley

College Valley Humanities Review. 2013. Accessed March
24, 2015. https://www.lvc.edu/vhr/articles/yasenchak%20
final.pdf.
9. Bryant, Ross. “Cyborg Artist Neil Harbisson Uses
His Eyeborg to Listen to Colour.” Dezeen Magazine,
November 20, 2013.

The correlations made between color and
sound in the sonochromatic music scale are
absolute, specific, and leave no room for
interpretation. However, by adhering to such
a strict system with predetermined color-toaudio and audio-to-color rules, others can
use the system to freely make. Those who utilize
this system are guaranteed an audience that
will understand how information is handled and
processed. If this system becomes ubiquitous,
its color-to-audio translations could become a
very familiar and vernacular language.
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Another contemporary artist who explores
connections between visuals and audio is
Christine Sun Kim. The New York-based Kim
describes the crux of her work as “unlearning
sound etiquette.” 10 Born deaf, her understanding of sound is different than how those
with normal hearing perceive it. To her, sound
became something incredibly physical.
Kim uses sound as a form of image making.
One of her most notable works, Speaker
Drawings, was developed by placing canvas
with colored chalk or wet paintbrushes
atop large speakers. These in turn were
fed loud audio signals causing the speakers
to vibrate greatly. The canvas and media
on top were jostled violently to create unique,
spontaneous compositions which demonstrate
the physicality an audio wave can achieve.

the slow and steady pulse of a sound wave
can be perceived with our eyes, and the
invisible signal leaves its mark on canvas.

“Improvising without any
form of structure feels like
a failure to me.” 11
Her more recent work has migrated away from
the low-frequency audio vibration painting
into more conversational and perceptual work.
This includes the lecture series Feedback:
Seeing Voice The Seven-Tone Color Spectrum,
where colors were used to set the tone of
seven different presentations, and presenters
were not allowed to use audible voice throughout.

Kim’s constant reassessment of how sounds
and colors are interpreted suggests that
connections between the two can be made in
countless ways. To be contented with only one
method of transformation or interpretation
is perhaps foolish. There will always be new
and more interesting ways to understand
these disparate media.

10. Hendren, Sara. “Christine Sun Kim Is Unlearning Sound
Etiquette.” Abler. November 15, 2011. Accessed April 28,
2015. http://ablersite.org/2011/11/15/christine-sun-kim-isunlearning-sound-etiquette/.
11. 15 Questions. “15 Questions | Interview | Christine Sun Kim
| Unlearning Sound Ettiquette.” Accessed May 6, 2015.
http://15questions.net/interview/fifteen-questions-interview-christine-sun-kim/page-1/.

While I am interested in utilizing systems these
artists have developed to accomplish tasks
of my own, I’d prefer to create my own personalized system. Additionally, through the
development and use of my own system, I want
a distinct fingerprint and more control over
the variables and form within my visual-audio
work. Ultimately I want a system for myself. A
system I developed, understand, and can repeat
in my design practice.

The correlation between sound and image in
these works are strong, as they are connected
through a physical, kinetic transfer of energy.
However, the results are limited and difficult
to control. Little information is contained
within a low-frequency audio signal. The results
are certainly visceral—as the canvas shakes,
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Justification

Designers should be concerned with sound.
Sound can communicate information and
enhance an experience; in motion pictures,
immersive art exhibitions, noisy greeting
cards, the “click” when you unlock your phone.
Visuals can also enhance sound; projections
at a concert, music videos, musical equalizer
graphs, sonar.

Through my projects and experiments, I hope
to construct a logic of associations between
visuals and audio; a logic that can be implemented into my design process that will help
empower the messages that I deliver and
establishes systems which in turn help shape
visual and audio representations of content.

“Enhancing an experience” means said experience has a greater chance of being committed
to the viewer-listener’s memory. It can also
mean the viewer-listener has an elevated
understanding of what he or she witnessed,
which would not occur as easily (or at all)
if one of the two media were absent.
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Project
A/V/AV

A/V/AV Feedback was one of the first projects
where I challenged connections between
visual and audio, and how the two lived together in an interactive environment. The
purpose of the project was to measure, analyze,
and display recorded information surrounding
the use of a simple one-button MIDI instrument. What made the project interesting,
however, is that some users received only
visual feedback while playing, some received
only audio feedback, and others received
both visual and audio feedback.
Both forms of feedback dynamically responded
to the way each user played the one-button
MIDI instrument. Users were sat in front of
the instrument as well as an LCD screen
and two speakers. Velocity (how hard the
instrument’s button was hit) determined what
the user saw, heard, or both. Low velocity
hits triggered low, constant notes of sound
and cooler colors flooded across the screen.
High velocity hits triggered high notes and
warmer colors. Users had 10 seconds to interact with the instrument and learn how it
operated. These 10 seconds of play were then
recorded and analyzed.

22

Right: the simple one-button
instrument used to create and
record user interaction with
different types of feedback.
Under the flat white exterior
resides a robust, customizable
MIDI controller

23

Left: demonstration of visual

I wanted to find out if the type of feedback
received determined how a user interacted
with the instrument. Plotting this data sideby-side on a timeline revealed that users who
received both visual and audio feedback
played most dynamically. Users who received
only audio feedback played the least
dynamically, and users who only received
video fell in between.

feedback some users received
as they interacted with the
instrument

24

Why was the audiovisual feedback so much
more stimulating? Visual-only stimulation was
likely to trump audio-only in dynamic playing
due to the fact that much of the userbase
consisted of students within the School of the
Arts. However, audiovisual users’ playing was
much more involved than users subjected only
to audio feedback or visual feedback.
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It became apparent that the connection which
existed between visuals and audio was
performance. Visuals and audio had specific
values that were assigned to each other. In
research for this project, I became aware of
Neil Harbisson’s sonochromatic music scale.
A/V/AV Feedback uses a similar scale to
this. This project helped formulate questions
for my future projects: why should audio X
be paired with visual X? Why not audio X
with visual Y? What determined the appropriateness of associations between visuals
and audio? Should future projects utilize
these predetermined audiovisual scales?
See the project at abrudesign.com/feedback.

Right: interactive visualizations
of user interaction divided
into type of feedback received
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Project
Duo Tone
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After learning of Harbisson’s sonochromatic
music scale, I wanted to test it with further
experimentation. Color-sound association was
an important topic to address. Could
Harbisson’s scale claim a place in the audiovisual system I was developing?

I started developing a simple program using
the Processing web library P5.js. To activate
the program, a user must click within the
browser window. After clicking, the program
generates a field of color and a musical note.
The location of the user’s click within the
browser window alters several variables:
what the color is, which side the field of color
appears on (left or right), what the musical
note is, and which channel the musical note
is generated in (left or right). Pressing enter
(or return) generates random colors and
sounds (random selections also adhere to the
sonochromatic scale). Pressing the spacebar
stops and resets the program.
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Above: illustration of Neil

Harbisson’s sonochromatic
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The program is a sort of “color keyboard.” I
wanted to make a simple instrument that was
fairly intuitive to use for music makers and
non-music makers alike. With a quick click,
some muscle memory, and learned colorsound associations, it becomes easy to create
bi-tonal/bi-color compositions. As long as a
color is present, a musical note is present. It
was important to try and tie the presence
of visual or audio information together in as
many ways as possible.

Left: CodePen sketch used to
develop Duo Tone
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Right: desktop screenshots
of Duo Tone in use

The sonochromatic scale presents issues in
use, especially when attempting to convey
a specific emotion or feeling. For example:
tritones in western music were once considered by many to be “the devil in music.” 12
This is because tritones are dissonant in
nature—they may sound unresolved or
unpleasant to the ear. Using Harbisson’s
scale, a tritone of “A” and “D#” would
transmute into the colors Green and Magenta.
These colors, when placed side by side, are
hardly “dissonant.” In this context, they simply
exist side by side. No more in harmony than in
disharmony. Context makes all the difference
in how colors and sounds are interpreted.

“As no ‘dissonant notes’ exist
in music, nor in painting
‘inharmony,’ in these two
art expressions every
sound, whether harmony
or discord, is beautiful
(appropriate), if it results
from inner need.” 13

32

Try it out at abrudesign.com/colorsynth.

12. Arnold, Denis. “Tritone.” In The New Oxford Companion to

Music: Vol 01, A-J. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983. 70.
13. Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art. 86.
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Project:
Interpreting Sound
Effects Visually
For Interpreting Sound Effects Visually (ISEV),
I wanted to illustrate how certain sound
effects (distortion, compression, time-based,
filter, modulation, and pitch) might be
visualized. Starting with performance, and
moving to color on the last project, here I
focus on shape and form.

Right: spectrograph renderings
of an “A” note after modification
by various sound effects.

I began with taking a simple “A” musical note
and visualizing it through a program called
Photosounder. Photosounder can create an
image from audio or it can synthesize audio
from an image. The image Photosounder
created from my audio sample is technically
referred to as a spectrogram (a spectrogram
is a visual representation of sound as it varies
over time). The initial spectrogram of the
“A” note was a series of straight lines that
abruptly ends when the note is finished playing.
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Below: detailed re-rendering of
a spectrogram containing an
“A” note which was subjected
to a modulation effect

However, when sound effects were applied to
the simple A note, and then processed through
Photosounder, the spectrograms started to
change. The distortion sample spectrogram
became much brighter to reflect its new
increased loudness. A time-based delay effect
resulted in a spectrogram with repeating
lines that slowly decayed into darkness. The
fluctuating audio samples yielded fluctuating
plots of white pixels.
Taking inspiration from this preliminary
research, I wanted to recreate the visual effects
I observed by hand and also see other ways I
could represent these audio effects visually. A
simple shape was used as a starting point for
each sound effect. Using image-manipulation
software and my artistic interpretation, I modified many circles with the intention of visually
representing these audio effects in new ways.
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The most important part of this exploration
was observing a preexisting system of
transformation, exploiting it, and finding my
own methods of isolating and transmuting
audio information to visual information in a
variety of ways.
Looking back on this project, my desire to break
from binary systems is reinforced. A simple
concept, such as a sound effect, can be interpreted so many different ways. Why would I
want to confine my interpretation?
The following pages contain detailed images
of transformations I believed to be most
successfully interpreted.

This spread: pattern made
from ISEV interpretations

Distortion

Distortion
41
40

Modulation

Modulation
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Filter

Time-based
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Project:
Emulsify

Most of the previous work had been conducted
using computer screens—I wanted to explore
visual media away from computers by creating
images with materials not commonly associated
with the screenprinting production method.
The materials included salt, cooking oil, talcum
powder, and punch hole cutouts of standard
copy paper.

Right: screenprinted materials
test prints, consisting of salt,
cooking oil, talcum powder, and
paper cutouts

This project had its own set of rules and boundaries. I couldn’t use a computer to create an
image. Prints were unique, in that only one
could be printed at a time due to the materials
used (which actually works against the ease
of reproduction screenprinting provides). I
would randomly disperse the materials onto
the sheet I was printing, lay a blank screen
atop, and use a squeegee to drag the ink through
the pores of the 100-mesh screen. What
resulted were a series of unique prints that
carried incredible patterns on the front, and
were sometimes rough to the touch or soaked
with grease.
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Right: setup used to
write and record looping
musical responses

I then took these images and tried to interpret
them into sound using Photosounder (the
spectograph-making program previously
mentioned). These images sometimes created
ethereal soundscapes from outer space, or
wide thumps as if an elephant was walking
next to you.
As my desire for using binary methods of
transforming media were fading, I looked
to use my newfound toolset of odd screenprinting materials as a way to respond to
audio data (a 5-second, infinitely looping audio
composition I had written/performed/
recorded with my guitar and effects pedals.)
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Responding to this 5-second loop with screenprinting was a difficult task. How were these
sounds to be interpreted via screen and ink?
I set a few rules for myself: I must only use
my hands. 3 was the maximum amount of colors
I could use. Geometric shapes were fine to
create by hand, but I must use one of the
experimental techniques I previously explored.
The base, or structure of the song was a series
of reversed reverberated chords that emulated
the feeling of floating; the two chords played
bounced back and forth, naturally and peacefully, slightly bleeding into each other with
graceful transitions. It’s as if these sounds
were clouds, and they were represented
visually with talcum power that burst across
a layer of rich blue ink.
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The four distinct plucks of guitar strings
were transformed into four golden squares.
Those four squares echoed the idea of
musical notation across the print; meandering
up and down with horizontal movement.
During one of the design program’s open
houses, I setup the final screenprint on a
wall, surrounded by the series of initial
materials tests, and headphones connected
to a cassette tape loop which played the audio
alongside the print the whole night. It
seemed to be received well by those who
asked about the project—this helps me
believe the transformation of audio to image
made sense to them. Distinct pieces of the
compositions were able to find partners in the
two disparate mediums.

Top: creating analog tape loops
Right: final screenprinted
piece of Emulsify surrounded
by test prints
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Controlling variables in an analog situation
provided two things: a reminder of the permanence of decisions made, and a realization
that systems connecting visual and audio
media can be used off-screen. Time-based
media tends to be more easily associated with
more time-based media; however with this
experiment, by correlating this image with
audio, I questioned the interpretation of time
in a static visual piece.

Left: final screenprinted piece
of Emulsify, which was displayed at Open Night
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Project:
Sonic Portraits

While I found that time-based media was not
always necessary to express connections
between visual and audio, video was an avenue
I wanted to explore as it allows elements
within a visual composition to create synchronous events to audio; perhaps associations
between these disparate media could be found
that might have been harder to find otherwise.
The sonic portraits began with the creation
of seamlessly looping videos. As a response
to previous experiments, these videos
contained simple shapes and colors (these are
easier for a viewer/listener to follow posttransformation). After the looping video was
made, a looping audio track was created
to support it. Certain queues were lifted from
changes in movement and color within
the videos, and used to designate changes in
pitch, timbre, duration, and more.

Above: stills from a

Sonic Portrait
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Even combinations of the most basic shapes,
colors, sounds, and effects can elicit specific
feelings and emotions like joy, uneasiness,
sadness, or silliness. After the first round of
Sonic Portraits were made, I showed the
video and audio separately to a group of
students and asked a question: in a word or
two, how would you describe what you’re
seeing/hearing? Some of the answers
addressed formal qualities of the what was
exhibited, some addressed the overall feelings
the compositions emanated, some were
humorous; but all of the responses were unique
and surprising. Even though some of the
responses were obscure, in them was underlying meaning; a connection. The complex
responses could be broken down into many
similar interpretations.
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Even when audiovisual compositions are
created without inherent meaning, they
become content and generate meaning in
and of themselves.
Working on this project inspired further
exploration: what would a specific idea or
concept look/sound like when communicated
with this system? The process in creating
these Sonic Portraits was, at the time,
governed by few specific rules. These existing
rules had to be honed and more specific to
create a set of boundaries for the work to be
generated within.

Top: stills from a

Above: stills from two

Sonic Portrait

Sonic Portraits
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Top: stills from two

Right: stills from a Sonic Por-

Sonic Portraits

trait superimposed over survey
results
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Project:
Open/Close

Why are combinations of visuals and audio
most often referred to as “audiovisual?”
Perhaps it’s simply because it sounds better?
“A” comes before “V” in the alphabet?
Does the audio take prominence in the
combination—is the visual an afterthought?

Open/Close was exhibited from April 10–26
at VCU’s Anderson Gallery, as a part of the
School of the Arts Graduate MFA exhibition.
This project was the evolution of Sonic Portraits. It took the visual and audio system
I previously used to generate content and
applied it to a concept—in this case, the
concepts “open” and “close.”
The technology I used to develop the compositions certainly inspired their form. The
square is, arguably the most basic of shapes.
An object with four equal sides, equal
angles, and happens to fill our screens as red,
green, or blue pixels. The square became
the only shape I could use within these Visualaudio compositions. I had been using it in
experiments previously, so I wanted to continue
it’s use here. Initially, for the audio end of the
work, I attempted to work only with a synthesizer using square waves. However—the
sine wave seemed a better choice due to it

being used so widely in the world of musical
synthesis. There are many specific uses
for other types of wave signals, i.e. square,
triangle, and sawtooth waves. But the sine
is most simple, versatile, and widely used.

“Evidently where we see
an abstract geometric
figure, the patient saw a
concrete object.” 14
The concepts of open and close came to be
through a series of iterations. At first, when
attempting to communicate with this system, I
attempted “sunrise and sunset.” However this
idea is already so visual—perhaps it was too
concrete of a concept to generate interesting
results from my system. During a talk with
my primary advisor, I began to think about
physical states of being; like up and down, left
and right, high and low, open and close. Open
and close already can be compared to many
physical objects, like doors, windows, and other
portals. But ultimately it’s very open to interpretation. A door or a window may always be
a square (or square-like) but “open/close”
mustn’t necessarily always refer to a door or
a window.

One visual-audio composition was made for
“open” and another was made for “close.”
Breaking an idea into parts can help a viewer
more readily understand what’s presented in
front of them. It challenges the perception of
the viewer/listener and gives them a problem
to solve, a question to answer. The two videos
here are clues. How does one video inform the
other? A dichotomy is established between
moving and non-moving shapes. Hot and cold
colors. Positivity and negativity. The separate
compositions were then broken into two
additional pieces; one focusing on color, and
another highlighting areas of movement (or
stillness). By abstracting these components
of the visual, it allows a viewer to focus on
synchronous happenings between the visual
and the audio which may not have been
noticed otherwise.
Digital projectors and amplified speakers filled
the space with light and sound. A few cubeshaped seats were made to help break up the
wide open room, and served as multi-planed
canvases for refracted light. A glow from
the projections could be seen through the
threshold of the room, and a faint echo invited
gallery-goers inside.

The setup was challenging. The two computers,
projectors, speakers, and an audio amplifier
(along with all the necessary cables) had to
be out of sight, hanging from the ceiling. A
Processing program was written to allow the
computers to communicate with each other;
when one video was done playing, a signal
was sent to the other computer which began
playback of the next video, and the cycle loops
on forever.
While the concept I used to create visualaudio
compositions for this installation was explicit
(open and close), the interpretations of and
reactions to the work varied greatly. Viewers I
queried about the work had begun to realize
a significance between what they were seeing
and hearing. Throughout this project I
focused on developing a system and refining my
creative decisionmaking. This attentiveness
to choices shaped the way the work took
form. My system is evident in the work and in
all it’s formal qualities. The installation does
communicate, but this communication might
vary from viewer to viewer (which is fine).
Learning about how the work is perceived by
others can help inform changes to my system
and decisionmaking in the future.
14. Munari, Bruno. The Square. Mantova: Maurizio Corraini,
2006, 61.
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Above: stills from the “open”
video portions of the installation
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Below: stills from the “close”
video portions of the installation
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Left: west wall of the installation,
with a projection of “open” playing
Top: east wall of the installation,
with a projection of “close” playing
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Top: east wall of the installation,
with a projection of “close” playing
Right: detail photograph of “open”
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Conclusion/
Reflection

My initial experience in the realm of graphic
design was nested solely in technical aspects
of the trade (I first became aware of design
through learning how to use a single-color
offset press in high school). My first experiences in audio were making acoustic covers
of songs by my favorite artists. I’ve been
trying to break out of molds focused solely on
reproduction. I want to be a content-generator as well as a communicator. Coming to
graduate school and pursuing visual-audio
experiments and projects is helping me to
break out of old ways of thinking and producing work. It’s helped me merge and expand
two huge parts of my life that I love dearly.
Is it a futile effort to search for connections
between visuals and audio? I think not. Design
can extend through all mediums. Successful
design is a synthesis of excellent ideas and
excellent craft. In working to create methods
to communicate through several mediums, I’m
expanding my abilities and toolkit to become a
more capable and effective designer.

Must all designers be concerned with audio
in their visual work? No. Could you imagine
every designed object in your life being soundreactive or having a soundtrack? The world
would be filled with noise. However, designers
should be aware of opportunities where audio
might enhance a visual project.
Not all of my projects and methods were wholly
successful, however they were all valuable in
that I learned a great deal from each one, and
each one altered the system I was constantly
developing. Looking back, I can’t say that I will
leave previous work untouched. I’m excited
to revisit previous ideas (like A/V/AV
Feedback) and tools (like screenprinting)
to continue refining my system.

“Wherever they might occur among the arts, noises—
interchangeably soundful and figurative, loud, disruptive,
confusing, inconsistent, turbulent, chaotic, unwanted,
nauseous, injurious—and noises silenced, suppressed,
sought after, and celebrated always pertain to a complex
of sources, motives, strategies, gestures, grammars,
contexts, and so on. As such, they become significant.” 15

15. Kahn, Douglas. Noise, Water, Meat a History of Sound in

the Arts. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1999, 20.
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There were some problems that persisted
through much of my work. Whenever I sought
people’s opinions, I often surveyed VCUarts
students as they were most readily available.
How would responses from individuals
outside the school alter my work? Often I’d
get too caught up in the technology I was
working with, which distracted from what I
was initially seeking to accomplish in a project
(however, I’ve also learned that sometimes
letting the technology shape one’s work can
yield interesting results). I wish some experiments, like Duo Tone and ISEV were more
resolved. Sometimes, toward the end of the
semester, I wished that I continued working
off-screen with physical media and processes,
like screenprinting.
The issues outlined above, amongst other
things, keep me aware that improving my
methods and abilities as a designer is never
over. The system I developed for communicating a concept in Open/Close, while setup
with strict guidelines, isn’t nearly as scientific
or mathematically palpable as I thought it
would turn out.
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I previously stated that to be contented with
only one method of transformation or
interpretation may be foolish. There will
always be new and more interesting ways
to understand these disparate media. In
my journey I distanced myself from binary
systems of transformation, the sonochromatic
scale, and moved to interpretive systems that
guide form and communication in visual and
audio media. Many themes carried through:
the use of basic interactions, shapes, colors,
sounds, and effects.
These themes helped to create an aesthetic
path throughout my research. They helped
to track changes between transformations.
It was inspired by the technologies used. It
helped create observable connections between disparate media.

While my system began to move away from
binary methods of association, I still feel
that the rules I utilize to create work render
somewhat binary results. I want to be able
to use more complex form, shapes, sounds,
photographs, field-recordings, and so on. I’ve
acknowledged that the technology I use influences my work; I want to expand beyond it.
When I began developing a thesis topic, I was
interested in ways to transform audio into
visuals and visuals into audio. I’ve now found
that I’m most excited about finding ways to
use many of my visual and audio abilities in
future projects, and making flexible systems
to dictate how these projects come to fruition
through the use of visual and audio media.
I’m excited to see the ways these methods will
impact future work. I’m excited to keep
adjusting these systems, expanding these
systems, and communicating new ideas and
messages with them.
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